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The Ghost of Captain Briggs Dec 11 2020
While on their summer vacation, Jennie and Beth
discover that the house Jennie's parents have
rented is haunted by a pirate and trouble ensues
when Sam, the dog detective, convinces them to
search for the buried treasure.
Aliens in Woodford Jul 26 2019 Sam the
sheepdog is certain that the weird goings-on at
Woodford's old abandoned airfield are a result of
a pending alien invasion, and if a UFO beamed
up the missing neighborhood pets, Sam fears
that she will be next.
Sam Hain - Occult Detective: #1 All
Hallows' Eve Apr 02 2020
One Terrible Halloween Aug 19 2021 Sam looks
forward to Halloween until her human friends,
Jennie and Beth, learn that every hundred years
real ghouls appear and steal children, so when
Sam discovers a vanload of spooky, white-faced
creatures she must find out if the ghouls have
arrived.
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Sam Plays Detective Jun 04 2020 Sam has a
dream to become a detective. He can't wait for
the moment when he will have a chance to solve
a case. Suddenly he notices a suspicious man at
the alley. Sam starts his investigation...
Sloth, Sam Sloth: the Unlikely Detective Oct 28
2019 Sam Sloth is a detective that needs help
from friends to solve mysteries in his four hours
of wake time each day. Sam needs help finding
Kiki Kinkajou and enlists the help of Ella the
spider monkey to solve this mystery. This book
encourages reader listener interaction with easy
words and relatable illustrations for easy
understanding and to inspire your little listener
to be a writer, artist and creator. Sam Sloth
positively presents naps and asking for help. The
author believes writing and art is for everyone
and hopes the book will foster child/ teacher/
caregiver interaction, inspiring all little learners.
Sam Hain - Occult Detective: Oct 21 2021 After
leaving a party late one Halloween, Alice Carroll
has a run-in with something she would much
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rather forget. Haunted by nightmares and
visions, she tries to carry on with her life as
normal, all the while feeling as if she is losing
touch with reality. Just as her visions become too
much to bear, she is helped by the enigmatic
Sam Hain, a self-proclaimed occult detective and
alleged aficionado of the abnormal. Together,
they embark on a series of adventures,
investigating paranormal cases, cracking
clandestine conspiracies, exploring the ethereal,
and battling with forces far beyond the real.
Meanwhile, in the abyss of some unworldly
dimension, an evil is stirring, and from across
the void a darkness is coming... If Alice thought
her world had turned upside-down on
Halloween, she hasn't seen the half of it yet.
Sam Hain - Occult Detective: Volume I is the
author's preferred text, containing the first six
stories in the Sam Hain series (All Hallows' Eve,
A Night in Knightsbridge, The Grimditch
Butcher, The Regents, The Eye of the Oracle,
Convergence) and features original artwork by
Camilla Winquist. "Imagine Constantine written
by Douglas Adams for Doctor Who, and you'll be
roughly in the right area for this highly
enjoyable series. Bron James skillfully weaves a
thrilling tale of private detective Sam Hain and
his plucky assistant Alice as they investigate
murder, magic and other paranormal events." Jeremy Biggs, Subversive Comics
Aliens in Woodford Feb 10 2021 Sam the
sheepdog is certain that the weird goings-on at
Woodford's old abandoned airfield are a result of
a pending alien invasion, and if a UFO beamed
up the missing neighborhood pets, Sam fears
that she will be next.
Sam the Cat Detective Oct 01 2022
Sam, the Girl Detective Apr 26 2022
Sam the Cat Aug 31 2022 Justice is Sam's
business, his only business. It's not a pretty job
or an easy one, but it's a job Sam can do. Then
"She" walks into his office, purrs out her
unhappy story, and begs him to take her case.
Sam doesn't play the sap for anyone, but she's
pretty, scared, and needs his help. Or does she?
Sam Hain - Occult Detective: #2 A Night in
Knightsbridge Nov 21 2021
Sam the Girl Detective Jul 30 2022
Hide and Seek Sep 07 2020 Detective Sam
Jones, Jake Patrick, and six other detectives are
hunting down a serial kidnapper. This guy goes
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around taking random women. He holds them
for some time. And the whole time drugging
them. When he is done with them he would put
them out in the woods. He would contact the
cops and leave them clues to where the women
are. The guy even cut body parts off of his
victims. He would even kill them.
The Adventures of Sam Spade and other
stories (Dashiell Hammett) (Literary
Thoughts Edition) May 16 2021 Literary
Thoughts edition presents The Adventures of
Sam Spade and other stories by Dashiell
Hammett ------ "The Adventures of Sam Spade
and other stories" is a collection of seven short
stories (three of them with Detective Sam
Spade), written by American author of detective
novels and short stories, screenwriter, and
political activist Samuel Dashiell Hammett
(1894–1961): * Too Many Have Lived * They Can
Only Hang You Once * A Man Called Spade *
The Assistant Murderer * Night Shade * The
Judge Laughed Last * His Brother's Keeper. All
books of the Literary Thoughts edition have been
transscribed from original prints and edited for
better reading experience. Please visit our
homepage literarythoughts.com to see our other
publications.
Witches' Brew Nov 09 2020 When three
strange sisters move into the house across the
street, Sam, a canine detective, suspects they
are witches.
Detective Sam Jones Goes After Killers May
28 2022 A detective named Sam Jones has a job
of bringing in killers. Hes on a case right now to
capture the killer who is going around town
killing and robbing people. After a month on the
case, he asked his supervisor, Tim, for a partner.
They work together every day to try to get this
killer. After a lot of searching, they finally get
the suspects name. Now they know they are
looking for Luka Sun. Over the next year or so,
he just keeps killing. Luka finally gets arrested
and gets ready for court. On the way back to the
jail, the gang members help him escape from the
bus. Luka goes right back doing his crime, and
this time he has a partner with him. He also ups
his game. After some time, they get Luka again.
He goes through a long trial.
Samurai Detective Feb 22 2022 Sam, a samurai
detective, gets revenge on the people who killed
Jasmine by using his swords and his cunning.
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The Empty Coffin Jan 30 2020 Detective Sam
Sloan and his wife struggle to preserve their
faith and their marriage in the face of a difficult
case that results in their teaming up to solve a
crime involving a murder for which the body has
gone missing. Original.
The Mummy Lives! Dec 23 2021 Sam, the
detective dog, joins his friends Jennie and Beth
in an investigation of a mummy in search of his
missing shaggy white dog.
Sam the Man & the Secret Detective Club Plan
Jun 28 2022 Sam Graham is a mystery man. But
when there are no mysteries to solve, Sam
comes up with a plan to find one in this hilarious
fourth chapter book in the Sam the Man series
from Frances O’Roark Dowell. Sam Graham
loves solving mysteries. After successfully
solving the mystery of Annabelle’s lost sock,
Sam decides to make mystery-solving his main
hobby (after tending the chickens, of course). He
recruits his best friend Gavin and a couple of
their classmates for a detective club, and
together they’re ready for any mystery that
comes their way. There’s a problem
though…there are no cases to solve! So, Sam
comes up with a plan: They’ll take the most
interesting things in the lost and found and try
to find out who lost what. But who could a
locked box, a very long stuffed snake, and a red
jacket belong to? And how will Sam and his
friends find them? And…why does that jacket
smell so bad?!?
Sam the Detective and the Alef Bet Mystery Nov
02 2022 Learning the Hebrew alphabet becomes
a page-turning adventure as Sam the Detective
takes students through an alef bet sleuthing
escapade.
Kiss of Salvation Mar 14 2021 "I'm pretty sure
the victim is a prostitute, and the MO looks just
likethe murder last month," Joe McGrath said.
"The victim was garroted, and the body was
arranged like an X. Whoever is killing these
women is leaving a calling card behind." 1947
Birmingham, Alabama, cloaks many mysteries
under its segregated shroud: glittering social
soirées, secret sexual parties, a Machiavellian
civic leader, and multiple murders of black
prostitutes in dark alleys. Racist police chief, Big
Bob Watson, reluctantly assigns Homicide
Detective Joe McGrath to the case. The black
community stonewalls the investigation. Joe
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teams up with Sam Rucker, the city's only black
private eye. Working across the racial
boundaries of the day, they take us step-by-step
to the city's heart of darkness in search of an
elusive vicious killer.
Like & Subscribe for Murder Jun 16 2021
Nonbinary Detective Sam is on the case . . .
although a murder at a social media influencer's
wedding isn't exactly their typical case. On
Paradiso Island, the wedding of the century is
set to begin. It's going to be the perfect
wedding, except for one small problem . . . A
staff member at the club has inconveniently
gone and gotten herself murdered mere days
before the event. Now it's up to Detective Sam
to solve the murder before anyone else can get
hurt. Between shifty social media influencers,
disgruntled staff, and one annoyingly handsome
translator, they will have their work cut out for
them. Knives Out meets Scream Queens in this
queer murder mystery that is perfect for readers
seeking a feel-good, fast-paced investigation full
of memorable characters and laugh-out-loud
dialogue.
Serial Killer Jul 06 2020 Detective Sam Jones
and Jake Patrick hunt down a serial killer. As
Luka Sun is seating in prison he has his gang
members try to kill detective Sam Jones. Later
on they find out the name of the killer. Some
time goes by and they get him.
Sam's First Halloween Sep 27 2019 Sam, the
puppy, decides he needs a costume if he is going
to get any candy on Halloween night.
Sam Goes to School Dec 31 2019 Sam jumps on
the yellow bus and follows the neighborhood
children to school.
Dracula Madness Apr 14 2021 Sam, the
detective dog, joins his friends Jennie and Beth
in an investigation of the spookiest house in
town.
Sam Slick: Lizard Detective Jan 12 2021 One
fine morning in 1986, Sam Slick slithered out
from the imagination of Tiki King. (He wasn't
called Tiki King back then, but that is a different
story) He lit a smoke, poured a drink, and then
set out on the adventures you will find in this
book.(after finishing his drink, of course) Sam
was created as an insert to some letters to a
friend, was supposed to run four or five strips,
and then depart as mysteriously as he appeared.
Sam however, had other ideas. He just kept
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going, and even came out with his own line of
Tee-shirts, stickers and buttons. Among those
who knew him, Sam was a hit. Then with out a
word, Sam disappeared. He surfaced briefly in
1989, but then dropped from sight, possibly
never to return. Calls went unanswered, mail
came back marked return to sender but now,
almost 20 years after it all began, there is a light
on in the office. Sam is back, alive and well,
having new adventures, and probably watching
you right now...In this first edition is the story
that started it all "Bunny business" and the
second story "Chicken Town" Available for the
first time complete and in book form, beautifully
type-set in comic sans! Sure to be a collectors
item! (Provided you collect lizard detective
comic novels)In a recent interview, author Tiki
King said: "Can you really put a price on genius?
I don't know, but the book is ten bucks. A
bargain for people who usually spend twice as
much..." Oh, yeah, and even though it is a comic
book, it ain't for the kids! It's got violence,
cigarettes, excessive drinking, innuendo,
ukuleles, angry flies with machine guns...
Samantha "Sam" Rose Johnson, Licensed Private
Detective Aug 26 2019 Samantha "Sam" Rose
Johnson is a tough, cynical, but law-school
educated, Licensed Private Detective. From
growing up biracial on Chicago's tough south
side in the seventies, to a tour with the United
States Army Military Police Corps and
completing law school, Sam knows how to
investigate using skills from the the street and
the legal. When encountering thugs of any stripe
who ask her who she thinks she is, she replies
with a sardonic grin, "straight up bitch... comma
optional." In Volume II of the Collected Stories,
we follow Sam through a series of investigations,
two of which will set the stage for a complex and
dangerous Criminal Defense investigation, while
at the same time struggling with personal
demons related to her mother's death and her
unresolved anger with the father she never met.
With the help of friends and colleagues she will
face both these challenges in her first full length
novel - An Unreasonable Amount of Trouble.
Mummy Mayhem Aug 07 2020 Sam, the
detective dog, joins his friends Jennie and Beth
in an investigation of a mummy in search of his
missing shaggy white dog.
My Detective Jul 18 2021 Los Angeles is
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booming. Money is pouring in. Buildings are
going up. But someone is killing architects.
Detective Sam Carver journeys through sins
scattered across the City of Angels, where
hipsters, homeless, immigrants, producers,
politicians, movie stars, and cops collide in
mysterious ways. Every move Carver makes is
anticipated by the killer, Dylan Cross. She has
hacked his computer and knows his diaries and
secrets. She sees in him a kindred and damaged
spirit, a man who can understand her crimes,
heal her scars, and love her. Dylan is reclaiming
herself from a past of brutal injustices inflicted
by a world of misogyny and power. Detective
Carver is dealing with his own troubled history:
an elusive and violent father. My Detective is a
story of obsession set against vengeance and
prayers of forgiveness in a city that is as cruel as
it is fantastical. It captures modern Los Angeles
in real time, an eerie glide through the
imagination, where winds gust high above the
San Gabriel Mountains and neighborhoods
stretch toward the ocean like the flash and
tremor of a dream. The novel speaks to our
sense of beauty in a new century and the
demons we rouse when we dare to create a new
metropolis.
Sam the Detective's Reading Readiness Jan
24 2022 Young children make friends with the
Hebrew alphabet in this charming best-seller.
Bound Oct 09 2020 A brutal home invasion
shocks the nation. A man is murdered, his wife
bound, gagged and left to watch. When
Detective Sam Shephard scratches the surface,
the victim is not all he seems to be. When the
evidence points to Dunedin's most hated
criminals, the case seems cut and dried, until the
body count starts to rise. Police procedural.
Sherlock Sam and the Missing Heirloom in
Katong Jun 24 2019 Introducing the Sherlock
Sam series by A.J. Low—a fresh, cross-cultural
twist on the classic Sherlock Holmes stories,
tailored for middle-grade readers. Set in iconic
Singapore locations, the series follows the
mystery-solving exploits of smart, observant,
food-loving 10-year-old Samuel Tan Cher Lock
(a.k.a. Sherlock Sam), Watson, his reluctant
robot sidekick, and the rest of the Supper Club
(a “Scooby Doo gang,” of sorts) as they prove
that mysteries are best solved through
teamwork. In Sherlock Sam and the Missing
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Heirloom in Katong, Auntie Kim Lian’s precious
Peranakan cookbook disappears, and Sherlock
Sam cannot eat her delicious ayam buah keluak
anymore! Will Sherlock Sam be able to use his
super detective powers to find this lost treasure?
Praise: “A promising adventure series with
Super Sleuth Sherlock Sam! His insatiable
appetite to sample Singapore’s popular foods
and never-give-up attitude to solving mysteries
will keep readers glued till the last page.”
—Adeline Foo, author of the bestselling series
The Diary of Amos Lee “A thrilling kid’s
detective romp in the grand tradition of Famous
Five, with a lovable robot and delicious
Peranakan food!” —Otto Fong, author of Sir
Fong’s Adventures In Science “Sherlock Sam
and Watson are set to become one of
Singapore’s favourite detective duos! Sam’s
preoccupation with food struck a familiar chord
with the Singaporean in me and Watson’s
deadpan one-liners had me laughing out loud.
What afun-filled, food-filled adventure story!
This is a delicious read that will certainly warm
your heart like a good serving of ayam buah
keluak!” —Emily Lim, award-winning author of
Tibby, the Tiger Bunny and Prince Bear &
Pauper Bear “Watson is a delightful creation. He
follows a rich line of great robot companions
from Star War’s R2D2 to Star Trek’s Data; no
detective should leave home without one!”
—Sonny Liew, Eisner-nominated author of
Malinky Robot “A genius kid detective would be
good. A genius kid detective with a wise-acre
robot sidekick is even better. Add a wicked
sense of humor and you’ve one of the sharpest,
funniest books you’ll read all year.” —Hal
Johnson, author of Immortal Lycanthropes “This
book will definitely draw you in with its twists
and turns that will leave you guessing with each
turn of the page who the culprits are. There are
also many funny lines from Watson that will
cause you to burst out in laughter.” —Seow Kai
Lun, ?Singapore's Child “A clever, entertaining
and funny children's novel...a promising start to
a new book series [with] bold and whimsical
illustrations by drewscape” —Tina Gan, Red Dot
Diva “This debut local novel is rich (in local
references) and satisfying (as a mystery story).”
—Stephani Yeo, Young Parents “BOTH boys
were clamouring to read the book first, so I was
left with no choice but to read the book
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TOGETHER with the both of them...I found it to
be utterly captivating enough to make me want
to complete the book in one sitting...the
localized dialogue is hilariously tongue-in-cheek
and the book's subtle appeal to a child's instinct
for the mysterious proved to be just what kept
both Ash and Ayd deeply intrigued.” —Kelvin
Ang, Cheekiemonkies “A.J. Low have created an
intriguing tale which would keep young readers
eager to find out what happens next, while
subtly documenting old-school landmarks such
as Chin Mee Chin Confectionery and Katong
Antique House. Looks set to be a betseller.”
—Clara Chow, My Paper “I like this book
because it leaves you with questions in your
mind which make you want to keep reading.”
—Greta Roberts, 9, in Expat Living Singapore
Telling Lies May 04 2020
Strange Neighbors Sep 19 2021 Having the
ability to read the mind of Sam, her neighbor's
dog, Jennie picks up signals that something is
amiss at the local brewery and realizes that she
needs to help her canine friend solve the
mystery in order to put an end to the odd events
happening in her town. Simultaneous.
The Maltese Falcon Mar 02 2020 One of the
most influential mystery novels ever written, and
the only one to star the legendary and iconic
Sam Spade. When Spade’s partner is killed on
what appears to be a routine case, Spade is
drawn into the search for a mysterious, valuable
object known as the Maltese Falcon, and must
contend with the eclectic criminals looking for it,
any of which would happily kill Spade (or each
other), or use him for their own ends. It has been
adapted for film three times, most famously
starring Humphrey Bogart. Penguin Random
House Canada is proud to bring you classic
works of literature in e-book form, with the
highest quality production values. Find more
today and rediscover books you never knew you
loved.
Zombie Detective Nov 29 2019 Ace zombie
reporter Sam Melvin has been fired--by his wife,
Lisa. Their paper, The Midley Beacon, is barely
surviving. How will they make ends meet? Sam
decides to give being a detective a try. He
advertises his business--but his zombie
experience comes with it. All across the country,
people bring their zombie problems to Sam.
Squirrels? Bulls? Sam's on the case. But can his
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experience with zombie turkeys transfer? Sam
finds out in a series of deadly adventures--and so
will you when you read this book. See if you can
keep from dying from laughter.
Sam Digger: Beaver Detective Mar 26 2022 Sam
is a beaver on the Portland police force and her
life is full of surprises like: a drowned beaver an
insecure but brawny bull a hare-raising killer a
bloodthirsty sheep a herd of affectionate cattle
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and more. She’s got her webbed paws full trying
to keep the civilians (and her love life with a
certain handsome bull) alive. Can she keep her
head in the game to survive until the next
nightmare starts? This anthology collects seven
previously published shorts: "Waterlogged,"
"Blind Date Blues," "House of Hares," "Game
Night," "Sheep of the Damned," "The Widehorn
Herd," and "Otter Chaos."
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